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Abstract

A binary Lennard±Jones liquid has been investigated by molecular dynamics at equilibrium supercooled conditions.

At the lowest temperature investigated, hopping is present in the system as indicated by a secondary peak in

4pr2Gs�r; t�, where Gs�r; t� is the van Hove self correlation function. To examine the dynamics of the system, we con-

sider transitions between the inherent structures (local minima in the potential energy) along the trajectory. We con-

clude that the plateau in the mean square displacement found at lower temperatures is indeed a result of particles

being trapped in local ``cages'', as often argued, and that the system has a single-peaked distribution of hopping-dis-

tances centered around the characteristic intermolecular distance. Ó 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Binary systems with particles di�ering about
20% in size are good candidates for simple models
of supercooled liquids in computer simulations [1±
3]. In some of these systems a secondary peak in
4pr2Gs�r; t� indicates that hopping is present
[2,3]. Since hopping of some form is expected to
play an increasingly dominant role as temperature
is decreased [4,5], systems exhibiting hopping at
temperatures which can be reached under equilib-
rium conditions in computer simulations are of in-
terest.

In the present work we investigate the dynamics
of such a system [2], using the concept of ``inherent
structures'' [5,6]. In the previous work the system
was studied both above and below the glass transi-
tion temperature, Tg, (i.e., the system was allowed
to fall out of equilibrium as it was cooled). As a re-
sult it was not clear if hopping was present in equi-

librium, or if it was a result of the system falling
out of equilibrium. To resolve this point, in the
present work we emphasise keeping the system
equilibrated at all temperatures.

2. Method

The system studied consists of 251 particles of
type A and 249 particles of type B. The interac-
tions are given by the Lennard±Jones potential

Vab�r� � 4�
rab

r

� �12

ÿ rab

r

� �6
� �

; �1�

where a; b 2 fA;Bg. The parameters are given by
rBB=rAA � 5=6 and rAB � �rAA � rBB�=2, and the
masses are given by mB=mA � 1=2. The sample
was cubic with sidelength 7:28rAA and the potential
between a pair of type a and b was cut and shifted
at 2:5rab. All results are reported in units of �, rAA

and s � mAr2
AA=48�

ÿ �1=2
. Adopting argon parame-

ters for the A particles leads to �=kB � 120 K;
rAA � 3:4 �A, and s � 3� 10ÿ13 s. The equations
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of motion were integrated with periodic boundary
conditions using the Leap±Frog algorithm [7] with
a time step of 0:01s.

Three independent samples were used, each ini-
tiated by generating a random con®guration fol-
lowed by equilibration at a temperature, T � 5:0.
The cooling was done in a step-wise manner; at
each step the velocities were scaled to achieve a to-
tal energy, E0, after which the sample was equili-
brated for a time, teq, and data were sampled for
another time period, teq. The relaxation time, trel,
was found by ®tting the self part of the intermedi-
ate scattering function for the A particles,
FsA�qmax; t� (qmax � 7:5 is the approximate position
of the primary peak in the static structure factor
for the A±A correlation), to a stretched exponen-
tial, A exp�ÿ�t=srel�b�. Table 1 shows the mean
values for the achieved total energy, Etot, (� E0),
the temperature, T , the pressure, p, the relaxation
time, trel, and the chosen equilibration time, teq

(>100trel). The duration of the runs (teq) are su�-
cient for FsA�qmax; t� to e�ectively decay to zero
(not shown). Also note, that the uncertainties in
Table 1 indicate, that the data for the three inde-
pendent samples are in reasonable agreement.
We take these facts as an indication, that the sys-
tem is in equilibrium.

The quenched con®guration or ``inherent struc-
ture'' [5,6] at time t, r

Q
j �t�, is obtained by quenching

the con®guration at time t, rj�t�, with steepest de-
scent. We de®ne the ``inherent'' mean square dis-
placement for particles of type a (where the
summation, j, is over particles of type a and Na

is the number of these)

hDr2�t�iQa �
1
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This de®nition is identical to hDr2�t�ia except
that rj is replaced by r

Q
j . Similarly, we de®ne the in-

herent van Hove self correlation function for par-
ticles of type a
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Comparing these ``inherent'' functions with the
ordinary functions, hDr2�t�ia and Gsa�r; t�, gives in-
formation about the e�ect of thermal ``rattling'' in
local minima, since this is quenched in the inherent
functions. It should be noted however, that not all
the thermal noise is guaranteed to be removed in
the inherent functions, since these might still con-
tain transitions over energy barriers which are in-
signi®cant at the given temperature.

3. Results

In Fig. 1(a) the mean square displacement of
the B particles, hDr2�t�iB, is shown in a log±log
plot. At short times one ®nds the ballistic regime
with a power-law exponent of 2, and at long times
the system approaches the di�usive regime with a
power-law exponent 1. Between these regimes a
plateau emerges as the temperature is decreased.
This is usually explained as being due the fact that
the particles are trapped in local ``cages'' bounded
by their nearest neighbors [1,8]. This is con®rmed
by Fig. 1(b), where the inherent mean square dis-
placement of the B particles, hDr2�t�iQB , is shown;
in this case there is no plateau, because the
quenching procedure eliminates the thermal ``rat-
tling''. Thus, a particle trapped in a local minima
does not contribute to hDr2�t�iQB . The number of
particles escaping their cages increases with time,
which leads to an increasing hDr2�t�iQB in the time
range where a plateau is seen for hDr2�t�iB.

Fig. 2(a) shows 4pr2Gs�r; t� for the B particles
at the lowest temperature, T � 0:591, at t � t�

2t�, 4t�, 8t� and 16t�, where t� � 328 is the time
at which the non-Gaussian parameter for the B
particles aB has its maximum [9,10], as shown in

Table 1

Values describing the samples at the three temperatures studied;

The total energy, Etot, the temperature, T , the pressure, p, the

relaxation time, trel, and the chosen equilibration time, teq

áEtotñ áTñ ápñ átrelñ teq

)2400.5 0.689 3.345 1.4 ´ 102 2.1 ´ 104

�0.1 �0.001 �0.002 �0.1 ´102

)2496.2 0.636 3.031 3.7 ´ 102 4.2 ´ 104

�0.1 �0.001 �0.002 �0.1 ´ 102

)2595.4 0.591 2.693 3.5 ´ 103 3.5 ´ 105

�0.2 �0.002 �0.002 �0.1 ´ 103

Averages are over three independent samples.
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the inset. A secondary peak is clearly seen develop-
ing, indicating hopping at this temperature. Given
Fig. 2(a) one might pose the following two ques-
tions about the hopping dynamics: Is the second-
ary peak a sharp peak broadened by thermal
noise? Are there other ``hopping peaks'' hidden
under the primary peak? To answer these ques-
tions we look at Fig. 2(b), which shows
4pr2GQ

sB�r; t� at the same temperature and the same
times as in Fig. 2(a). The hopping peak is slightly
sharper, while the primary peak has moved to
the left without revealing any new peaks. We con-
clude that the system at the given temperature has
a singled-peaked distribution of hopping-distances
around the characteristic intermolecular distance.

Before we conclude, we show what we will term
as a typical hopping event, judging from visual in-
spection of a number of these. Fig. 3 shows two
quenched con®gurations separated t� in time.
The con®gurations are shown in light and dark
colors, respectively. Only particles moving more
than 0.6 are shown. The ®gure illustrates a typical
example of the kind of hopping along one-dimen-
sional strings, which we found at the lowest tem-
perature in this system: When one particle jumps
it leaves a vacancy which a neighboring particle
can jump into, and so on. Similar string-like mo-
tion has been reported Donati et al. [11].

Fig. 2. (a) 4pr2GsB�r; t� at the lowest temperature, T � 0:591, at

the times t � t�; 2t�; 4t�; 8t� and 16t�. t� � 328 is the time at

which the non-Gaussian parameter aB has its maximum

[9,10], as shown in the inset. At long times a secondary peak

is seen developing, indicating hopping at this temperature. (b)

4pr2GQ
sB�r; t� at the same temperature and the same times as in

Fig. 2(a). The hopping peak is slightly sharper than in Fig. 2(a),

while the primary peak has moved to the left without revealing

any new peaks.

Fig. 1. (a) hDr2�t�iB at the three temperatures in Table 1. Be-

tween the ballistic regime (short times) and the di�usive regime

(long times) a plateau is seen emerging as the temperature is de-

creased. (b) hDr2�t�iQB at the same temperatures as in Fig. 1(a).

The plateau at intermediate times is removed by the quenching

procedure.
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4. Conclusions

We have investigated a binary Lennard±Jones
liquid under supercooled equilibrium conditions.
Comparing the inherent mean square displacement
for the B particles, hDr2�t�iQB , with the ordinary
mean square displacement for the B particles,
hDr2�t�iB, we have con®rmed, that the plateau in
hDr2�t�iB originates from particles trapped in local
``cages'', i.e., local minima in the potential energy.
Comparing 4pr2GsB�r; t� with 4pr2GQ

sB�r; t� leads us
to conclude that the hopping process is character-
ized by a single-peaked distribution of hopping-
distances, centered around the characteristic inter-
molecular distance. We have thus shown, that
comparing dynamic functions such as hDr2�t�ia
and Gsa�r; t� with the corresponding inherent func-
tions, hDr2�t�iQa and GQ

sa�r; t�, is a useful tool when
analyzing the dynamics of a system.
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Fig. 3. A snapshot of a hopping event at T � 0:591. The initial

quenched con®guration, rQ
j �t� (light), is connected with line seg-

ments to the ®nal quenched con®guration, rQ
j �t � t�� (dark).

t� � 328, see Fig. 2(a). The string-like motion shown here is

typical for the system at this temperature.
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